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Reviewer’s report:

Dear Editor

The authors have taken my comments seriously responding to all of the concerns raised in the reviews. The added or revised text is succinct but adequate. The authors’ cover letter indicates how they addressed each of the reviewers’ concerns.

Prior to publication, the authors should check the following minor revisions.

Minor Revisions#
1. Page 5, Line 119-120 ‘respiratory rate (RR) 120 22 beats/min,’ ;
   ‘Beats/min’ is the unit of heart rate. Is the unit of RR ‘breaths per minute’?

2. Page 5, Line 119-120; ‘temperature (T) 38.2°C, respiratory rate (RR) 120 beats/min, blood pressure (BP) 130/85 mm Hg, and heart rate (HR) 115 beats/min’
   Page 10, Line 227-228; ‘T=temperature; RR=respiratory rate; BP=blood pressure; HR=heart rate’
   ‘T’, ‘RR’, ‘BP’ and ‘HR’ appear only in the page 5 in the text. Their abbreviations are necessary?

3. Page 6, Line 135; ‘Hamilton Anxiety Scale (Ha.m.A)’
   Page 9, Line 199; ‘a Hamilton Anxiety Scale assement’
   Page 11, Line 234 in the Author’s contributions; ‘with Ha.m.A’
   Abbreviation of Hamilton Anxiety Scale, Ha.m.A appears in Page 6, but is not used in the Page 9. This abbreviation is necessary?

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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